Cell proliferation in the small intestine and colon of intravenously fed rats: effects of urogastrone-epidermal growth factor.
There is marked intestinal hypoplasia in the intestine of intravenously fed (TPN) rats. Recombinant urogastrone-epidermal growth factor (URO-EGF) reversed these changes by significantly increasing the length of the intestinal crypts. Crypt diameter, however, was not affected to the same extent. Few differences in labelling indices were seen between the orally fed and TPN groups, however, this was the consequence of the concomitant changes in crypt population. The number of mitoses and labelled cells per crypt, and thus the crypt cell production rates, were significantly decreased in the TPN group when compared to the orally fed. URO-EGF significantly increased both proliferative indices and the number of dividing cells per crypt. Crypt cell production in the small intestine was restored to those levels seen in the orally fed rats, moreover, labelling per crypt in the colon was increased to more than twice that of orally fed rats. The location of the mean labelling position and the half maximum labelling position followed the changes in crypt length in the small intestine, but to a lesser extent; thus the growth fraction was significantly increased in the TPN rats in comparison with the orally fed and the URO-EGF treated groups. Similar changes in these positions were seen in the colon, but the growth fraction was much reduced in the URO-EGF treated rats, as a consequence of the large increase in crypt length without a concomitant alteration in label distribution.